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Opinion is intended to facilitate communication between reader and author and reader and
reader. Comments, viewpoints or suggestions arising from published papers are welcome.
Discussion and debate about important issues in ecology, e.g. theory or terminology, may
also be included. Contributions should be as precise as possible and references should be
kept to a minimum. A summary is not required.
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In 1994, Guegan and Hugueny found that the infrasimulations.
Since pioneering
works in the 1970s
communities
of parasites on the African cyprinid fish
Monte-Carlo
methods have become common tools for
Labeo coubie exhibited significant nested-subset struccommunity
ecologists. The use of these methods has
ture and were not random assemblages (Guegan and
been facilitated by the availability
of fast micro-computers because they need computer
simulations
to
Hugueny
1994). In a recent analysis of our data,
Worthen and Rohde (1996) reached the opposite conmimic the stochastic process assumed to have generated
clusion. These authors suggested that we assessed the
the data under a spegi~~ null hypothesis. This increasstatistical significance of our Monte-Carlo
test in an .,ing ,~:ir$ortan,ce
‘of ,’ computation-intensive
statistical
:
inappropriate
way. However, in the light of recent
‘methods’ (ran’do’miza~.on tests, Monte-Carlo
methods,
reviews on the use of computer-ir&nsive
statistical . bootsfraping :p&cedur&)
in biology has largely moti,.va~&l$ecent reviews emphasizing the versatility of these
methods in biology (Manly 1991, Crowley 1992, Potvini
and Roff 1993), it seems to.,us. that’ ouq-approach. i’s ’ methods. due to their distribution-free
nature (Manly
absolutely correct whereas th&procedure
advocated by
1991, Crowley 1992, Potvin and Roff 1993). However,
Patterson and Atmar (1986) and used in most of the
the procedure used by Patterson and Atmar (1986) and
studies dealing with community nestedness (including
subsequent
workers, such as Worthen
and Rohde
that of Worthen and Rohde 1996) incorporates
some
(1996), does not take this non-parametric
property into
account. These authors developed computer programs
drawbacks. Our note is thus mainly a discussion about
the proper way to assess statistical significance by
to generate mean and variance of N by Monte-Carlo
Monte-Carlo
tests, a point we believe to be of concern
simulations under two different null hypotheses of spefor many community ecologists.
cies distribution
within localities
(RANDOM0
and
Community
nestedness was first formulated
by PatRANDOMI).
Under the RANDOM0
hypothesis, each
terson and Atmar (1986) to describe a particular nonspecies has the same probability
to be drawn during the
random pattern of species occurrence along a species
construction
of a simulated community whereas under
RANDOM1
each species has a probability
to be drawn
richness gradient of insular communities. A completely
nested design occurs when species that compose a de- weighted by its observed occurrence. When the simulations are completed, the statistical significance of the
pauperate island community constitute a proper subset
of those inhabiting
richer islands. As a result, a set of
observed value is evaluated by comparing the z-score
(the difference between the observed value and the
such island communities
arranged by species richness
presents a nested series. Patterson and Atmar (1986)
simulated mean value divided by the simulated standevised an index of nestedness (N) to quantify this
dard deviation) with a standard normal distribution.
pattern. This index equals zero when the presence/
Thus, it is assumed that N is normally distributed under
absence matrix is perfectly nested, and it grows larger
the null hypothesis, which represents a conventional
as nestedness decreases. The statistical significance of
parametric approach. Empirical evidences suggest that,
the observed value of N is then tested by Monte-Carlo
under the two currently used null hypotheses, N some-
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times presents a skewed distribution (Wright and
Reeves 1992, Worthen and Rohde 1996) and it is, at
best, approximately normally distributed. These conditions lead to a biased estimation of p, the statistical
significance, that does not converge toward the true
value with increasing number of simulations. Moreover,
the calculation of z-score is based on estimated mean
and variance and, thus, it is exposed to an unlcnown
amount of error even if the assumption of normality is
met. As pointed out by Wright and Reeves (1992), N
has a discontinuous distribution and a continuity correction should be integrated in the calculation of the
z-score.
The procedure used by Worthen and Rohde (1996)
following Patterson and Atmar (1986) differs actually
from the correct way to assess statistical significance by
Monte-Carlo tests or other computer intensive methods
(see Manly 1991, for instance). If we want to test
whether the observed N is lower than expected only by
chance, the appropriate procedure is indeed very simple. At each simulation, we check if the simulated value
is lower than or equal to the observed one. If it is, then
the simulation is tallied. The p estimate is the proportion of simulated values lower than or equal to the
observed value. No assumption has to be made on the
statistical distribution (distribution-free test), and
the estimated p-value is given unbiased with a direct
known error value. A 95% confidence interval for p is
p J. 1.964-,
where ZI is the number of simulations (Manly 1991). The statistical error is thus a
decreasing function of the number of simulations (n).
For testing nestedness, no continuity correction is
needed because, in this case, Monte-Carlo simulations
generate discrete distributions. We thus recommend the
use of the procedure described above because it ensures
unbiased p-values whatever the underlying distribution,
and it permits adjustment of the number of simulations
according to the precision fixed by the user.
It should be noted to the credit of Worthen and
Rohde (1996) that they were aware of some of the
problems raised by the use of z-scores. For instance,
they noted, within their sample of 102 parasite communities, the occurrence of highly skewed distributions of
simulation scores. This resulted in 95% confidence intervals for N in which zero was included. In this case,
under the normality assumption, communities that have
a perfect nestedness score ( N = 0) cannot be distinguished from randomly constructed communities. Consequently, only 38 of the 102 communities have been
included in the analyses made by Worthen and Rohde
(1996). However it must be emphasized that all these
102 communities could have been analyzed with a
distribution-free method. Studies on nestedness within
parasite communities (Guégan and Hugueny 1994,
Poulin 1996, Worthen and Rohde 1996) have opened
the way for interesting comparisons between extinctionand colonization-dominated community. As pointed
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out by Worthen and Rohde (1996), their study is one of
the largest investigations of nestedness in a colonization-dominated system in which they conducted 38
statistical tests of parasite communities nestedness for
fish host species from different habitats and with distinct life-histories. This made their study an ideal candidate for the use of methods allowing a quantitative and
simultaneous analysis of several tests of the same liypothesis, such as meta-analysis (Arnqvist and Wooster
1995) or Fisher’s combined probabilities (Sokal and
Rohlf 1981). These methods are based on a combination of probabilities of individual tests. Consequently,
the results must be treated with caution if systematically biased probabilities are included, as is possible if
z-scores are used.
Spurred by Worthen and Rohde’s (1996) re-analysis
of our data set (Guégan and Hugueny 1994), we reexamined that data set ourselves and found a computational error. In our initial analysis, when computing the
N-score, we erroneously included absences from communities with richness values greater than or equal to
the most depauperate community in which the focal
species was found; rather than only summing absences
from communities with richness values greater than the
most depauperate community containing that species.
Including these ‘tied’ values resulted in a nestedness
score which is not strictly comparable with Patterson
and Atmar’s N. The correct nestedness value for Labeo
coubie is 53, not 85 as reported in our 1994 paper. The
adequately revised Monte-Carlo test leads to a highly
significant result (none of the 1000 simulated values,
under the RANDOM1 hypothesis, was lesser than or
equal to the observed one, p < 0.001) thus confirming
our previous findings. The conclusions we made in our
original study thus still hold, and we invite the readers
to refer to our paper for further details. Nevertheless,
we would add that a recent work (Andrén 1994) casts
some doubts on our previous assertion that the observed nested pattern was not likely to result from
random sampling because it differed from RANDOM 1
simulations. The random sample hypothesis predicts,
for statistical reasons, that only abundant species are to
be found within small samples (those with a low total
number of individuals), whereas rare species will mainly
occur within large samples. Andrén (1994) pointed
out that random samples of species with different
abundances might produce a nested subset pattern
which differs from RANDOM 1 simulations. Thus,
RANDOM1 does not seem to be a good mimic of
random sampling. Ideally, the random sample hypothesis should be rejected before testing for community
nestedness (see Worthen et al. 1996). However, in order
to reject this hypothesis it is necessary to have information about species population sizes in the source pool.
Unfortunately, these data are unavailable in most studies, including ours (Guégan and Hugueny 1994). Another shortcoming of the RANDOM1 algorithm is that
573

the incidence totals of matrices it generates do not
approximate those of the observed matrix (Wright and
Reeves 1992, Hugueny pers. obs.). Obviously, improvements of Monte Carlo algorithms are needed in this
field but, whatever the algorithm used, our message is
that the use of z-scores should be prohibited.
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